
The Maui Charm (part II)
 
 
 

 
Nick and I finished up our Skyline hike late Thursday afternoon and drove the rental car we had 
left at the summit back down to Zedoc’s house where we enjoyed a few beers and a great steak 
dinner. We relived the highlights of the day’s adventure over dinner and  discussed the next 
day’s logistics. The plan was to to leave the house about 5:30AM getting to the trail head about 
6:30. It left little time to much but find our way across the field back to Zedoc’s dad’s house and 
get to bed.  
 
About 5:30 in the next morning we picked up Paul and drove toward the trailhead at the bottom 
of the Kaupou gap.  We went by way of Kula, Ulapalakua, through Kahikinui, to Kaupo.  Our 
conversations meandered between the route we would be taking to get to the trail head, the 
crater trails to take, the trails that Paul and I had run when we ran the King’s Trail, some local 
folklore and gossip about Kaupo and Kahikinui, and the estimated times we would be logging for 
the hike.  The plan was that Paul and Nick being faster would eventually go ahead and Zedoc 



and I would follow.    
 
The weather was pleasant, but as we came through Kahikinui we could see the clouds stacking 
up to the northeast of the Gap, and high on the northern ridges there appeared to water falls 
flowing. As we got closer long curtains of showers were working their way through the morning 
sunshine and up the slopes of the mountain. Zedoc’s father said point blank that we were in for 
a rainy day.   “Those clouds will be blowing in like that all day. The trades are back and when 
they wrap around down this far it usually means rain. Wet weather up higher most likely.”  
 
I looked at the misty sheets of water and figured that even if they came in all day they were just 
intermittent squalls.  I knew squalls.  What I didn’t remember, despite yesterday’s hike,  was life 
above three thousand feet is different than the mountain ridges of Oahu.  The high Maui slopes 
have their own rules.  But everyone learns their lessons differently, and I seemed intent on 
learning mine. 
 
We took a short cut through Kaupo ranch land courtesy of some family connections and wound 
our way through green cattle pastures and fenced ranges. We were not more than a few 
hundred feet above sea level.  The grass was thick and green, deer scattered in front of us 
occasionally as the truck rocked and jogged toward the trail head.  If you come at this on your 
own you have to go into Kaupo, which isn’t much more than a few houses and take the Kaupo 
Ranch road mauka.   It winds around, first going directly up the mountain, and then it makes 
a turn to the left  and heads toward the old Kaupo Ranch manager’s house.  Just beyond the 
manager’s house is the trail head marker.   If you can not find that you can head up the jeep 
track to the left of the Manager’s house, which will eventually cross the trail. . Either way you 
will be starting in the right direction.   Remember this is ranch land and passage is a courtesy.  
Respect that and close the gates as you are crossing a still active cattle ranch. 
 
We piled out of the truck, got our gear set, and moved off quickly.  A few hundred feet beyond 
the gate the track steepened. It seemed to to that with regularity for the rest of the day.  The 
trail is frequently marked and if you keep an eye out you should have no trouble getting through 
the pasture lands by keying on white meter high markers.  The trail moves northwest with 
occasional northern jigs as it meanders occasionally at elevation.  The basic tendency is for it 
to move to the right, or north.  Keep this in mind as you push up the hill and are faced with the 
endless forks in the track.  Almost always you go the most traveled way. Once in a while you 
just take the right track no matter what you might be thinking.  As you move higher through 
the pastures the ridges on each side of the Kaupo Gap begin to become more evident.  The 
trail ultimately hugs the northeast cliffs  If you go left, toward the south,  there is a trail but you 
will likely be doing some bush whacking and wondering just here you are. It may take you 
considerable time to reach the top of the gap.  The trail we took had a rightward bearing to it 
and was moving up for the most part.   
 
I immediately found that I was lagging behind the others. My gear was a bit heavy, as I was  
carrying almost 200 oz of liquid, but my legs felt kind of doughy, which I put off to not having 
enough coffee. True I’d done a very hard 12 to 14 miles  the day before, but Nick, Paul, and 



Zedoc were walking away from me.  The only thing that kept us together was the frequent need 
to move through a gate, which required it to be unlatched, and latched.  The others were waiting 
for me each time they went through a gate.   At the third or forth gate Nick and Paul waved 
a good-bye and headed up on their own. Zedoc waited for me.  It was what we planned, but 
sooner than we had expected. 
 
We hadn’t climbed more than five or six hundred feet when we were hit with our first squall.  
Nothing much really, the sun disappeared, the winds came up, and a bit of rain pelted us for a 
few minutes.  It was more a shower than squall, but the temperature dropped ten degrees.   We 
climbed on through the green pastures occasionally looking back down at the cove and beach 
that are just south of Kaupo. Zedoc had pointed it out as we started saying that he had fished 
there as a kid.  We used it as a reference point to gauge our ascent, finding it farther and farther 
below us with stunning rapidity.  
 
 

Along the lower pastures of Kaupo. Zedoc in his ‘hands-in-pockets’ mode.  One of the few occasions where the trail moves along at 
elevation.  Note the general slope of the land, far upper right is southern ridge of the gap.  

 
Standing twenty miles south of Kaupo it is hard to imagine that the great tilting table of the gap 
floor is so steep,  but step on the land itself and one quickly understands that in Kaupo  mauka 



means up.  The slope of the gap must approach 15 to 20 degrees overall.  Zedoc figured that 
the trail climbed at a rate of eight or nine hundred feet a mile up to Paliku. This is not as steep 
as the Skyline, as that up is up the mountain rather than the gap, but the Kaupo hike is over a 
lot more technical ground. 
 
I was enchanted by the land we were walking through.  It was green and lush, and the ranging 
cattle and ranch management gave it the feel of a roughly manicured park.  You need to avoid 
the cow pies but other than that the lower reaches of the trail are quite pleasant to walk.  
 

We moved up and toward the far ridge, the trail through the pastures posted occasionally  with white trail markers.
 
 

It was raining intermittently and I was still trying to convince myself that the rains would just blow 
over, that the squalls were scattered, and that the day would turn out to be fairly pleasant.  I 
knew I was in trouble when Zedoc pulled out an old plastic rain jacket and slipped it on.  I could 
not do the same as I had left my poncho back in my bag.  I was getting wet, but my double 
layers were keeping me warm.  I felt no chill as long as I kept up the pace, but any break let 
me feel the cool wetness of damp clothes in the cold winds coming over the northern ridge and 
pushing up the gap.
 



The clouds stacked up around us yet we could still see the sun shining on the ocean below. 
 
The area we were walking through was at the elevation where most of the population of 
Kahikinui and Kaupo have always chosen to live.  Up above two thousand feet the land greens 
up and water is more available for agriculture.  Down at lower elevations sun burns hotter and 
the land often dries out, and the ranges can parch and  brown. Occasionally we passed old 
foundations, or remnants of old walls. It was hard to say how old these were as the ranch has 
been operational for over a hundred years, but some of the ruined walls and rock piles  looked 
to have significant age to them.  Kirch has described these areas in his books giving life to what 
appears desolate land when one looks up the slopes from the ocean.  Walking through it at the 
end of Makahiki as we were doing added to my understanding of the cycles of agriculture that 
have prevailed on these upland slopes since long before traders plied the coastal waters. 
 



 Kaupo upland pastures. 
 

We pushed up the rough track with only occasional quick breaks to look back down at our 
progress and grab a block or take an electrolyte. The misty rains kept us moving. Stop for even 
a few moments and the dampness cooled the body. It was beautiful land with stunning views, 
but we had no time to idle. It was a long way to the unseen summit.  

 



   Sometimes as we pushed higher along the steep tracks the land below us seemed to grow closer.  The rapid ascent playing 
strange games with our perceptions of distances. 

 
One can become a bit too comfortable following the track and there were a few points where 
going up the broadest green avenue was not the way.  In a few cases the old road twirls and 
winds around for an extra quarter of a  mile or so just to get up a steep.  On one occasion Zedoc 
decided it was easier to just cut the switchback.   It was a bit steep. 

 
 
 
 



At times the steepness of the ascent was more evident. Vertical here is not many degrees past the horizion.
 
On another occasion we misread the sign and  diverted down the wrong side of a valley finding 
ourselves on the left hand ridge and moving down well defined paths towards the center of the 
gap.  Zedoc looked around briefly realized our error and we managed to skirt across the valley 
to the north using some cattle paths and join back up with the actual trail.  Near the top of the 
pasture lands there are a few permanent tents and shacks that are used by the park service as 
a station for their maintenance crews. The gate that marks the beginning of the National Park 
lies just above this camp.   
 
 
 



The rain showers were not without their beauty.
 
 
As the sun rose it angled through the intermittent showers creating long lasting vibrant 
rainbows. These arched from high in the uplands downward toward the shore where we had 
begun our journey and doubled up on occasion. Living in Manoa I am not often taken by 
the appearance of rainbows. But these, like much of what I was to behold on this day, were 
exceptional.  It was hard not to stop and stare, hard not to linger along the pleasant green 
pastures.  But looking up the gap it was obvious that a long day lay ahead of us and we needed 
to always be pushing on. 
 
 
 



Zedoc with rainbow to Southwest as we pass through the last of the Kaupo pastures. 
 
 
 
 
 



As we climbed higher it became a grass and  Koa forest. 
 
Once into the park the brush and trees take hold and the land becomes thick with koa trees.   
There are a couple of varieties growing and some up near the ridges are of the larger variety.  It 
is the kind of place where kahuna and their work crews would likely have come looking for the 
god blessed tree for a canoe or hale. I kept a half an eye out for any group of men dragging a 
koa down the slope. Custom was to sacrafice the first unsuspecting bloke who came in the way 
of such a party.  If you were fast enough and cleared out of their way it generally meant they left 
you alone.  But it wasn’t cool to greet them or take them up on their offer for some refreshment 
as it was likely to be your last. It was a game.  Like today, if you knew the rules you were in the 
clear, but if you were too busy with growing food to learn the arcane ways of the priests, it was 
your tough luck.  So much for the good old days.  
 
 



Large Koa trees along the first of the northern ridges.
 

Natural medows are a common part of the koa forests we passed through.  Often these areas 
were thickly mudded and very damp.  Its likely that such dampness is not to the trees liking. 
The paths through these sections were often muddy and covered in inches of water.  We found 
ourselves skirting the heavily traveled paths and moving along secondary avenues.  

 
 
 



Up through the meadows and koa stands.
 
Higher the koa forests morphed into upland rain forests.  These were stunning and I can not 
really find a good comparison for them.  The sections we went through have no real habitat 
comparison and are unique.  They were enchanting and despite the fact that I was cold and 
my nose was running I felt an indescribable joy in being there.  It was a gift.   The high mists, 
the rain, the falls of water, the rushing streams, the cool feel of water dripping off of the limbs  
of trees onto my face and hands as I brush by them.  Everything around me was alive and 
beautiful.  It is a rare gem this upland rain forest of the Kaupo, this few square miles of pristine 
land that whispers of how things were long before man ever came to these islands.       
 
The rains began to come down constantly. There was a subtle roar from the rain on the leaves, 
and there was the sound of cascading water in streams flowing through the deep overgrown 
canyons and rush of water over the many the waterfalls dropping from the steep cliffs. 
 

 



The Native Hawaiian forest was lush.  Ohelo were abundant and of multiple varieties.
 
 
 
 
 



Uncountable waterfalls dropped off the heights of the northern ridge.
 
 
 



We climbed through pristine Hawaiian rain forest.
 



A land untouched by time.
 
 
 



We found this valley and felt we had slipped back in time. It would have been no surprise to find a Hale and a family raising Taro. 
 



High misty peaks, roaring waterfalls, hidden valleys, lush vegetation. 
 
 



A medow near the top of the gap. 
 



The last of the high step, that leads to the floor of the crater at Paliku.
 
 
 



Looking back down the gap from the Main trail intersection at Paliku. 
 

Despite the rapid pace I was chilled by the time we reached Paliku cabin, and could feel the 
first stages of hypothermia playing at the edges of my awareness.  We went to the cabin and 
found it locked and could not find even a lean-to shelter for non cabin hikers.  I changed my 
clothes and put on all my warmer gear. I was immediately warmer but the lack of waterproofing 
continued to play me hard.  There is water at Paliku.  It flows from a spigot near the white sign in 
the photo of the cabin. As with all water one finds it is up to the user to determine the degree of 
treatment that is necessary.   This source looks pretty reliable however.  

 
 



We made it to Paliku Cabin in three and a half hours. It was raining and water was cascading off the ridges everywhere. 
 

The crater trail splits just past Oili Pu, less than a mile west of Paliku. The right or northern arm, 
at times called the Holua Cabin trail circling onto the crater floor, while the left, the ‘Park Road’ 
or Kapalaoa Cabin trail, the southern route, moving toward the southern wall of the crater and 
heading west toward the Sliding Sands Trail.  Paul and Nick took the more direct route and 
headed west.  Zedoc and I ended up taking the looping route onto the crater floor.  The crater 
route is longer by a few miles but offers some stunning views of eruptive activity in the crater 
and the northern cliffs.  It passes by Honokahua, Pu’u Naue, Bottomless Pit, winds around 
Halali’i, where the Holua trail breaks north to Holua and the Halemau’u trail (the 8000 foot exit), 
then passes Ka Moa o Pele. Finally the trail leads to the southwest to intersect the Sliding 
Sands trail. 
 
 



The Haleakala Crater Trails
 
 
 



One enters the crater above Paliku.
 
The Crater floor route offers and abrupt change in vegetation and topography.  The trails are no 
longer as steep, although there are still some serious climbs up the sides of the cinder cones 
that are scattered across the crater floor. The flora is somewhat similar to areas of the Ka’u  
desert west of Kilauea.  But there is no denying that it too is a unique habitat.  
 
As we walked into the crater the constant rain of the last few hours began to flag a bit and we 
enjoyed brief periods of sunshine.  At the same the winds picked up, chilling us and causing us 
to hunker and press forward.   I had a few periods of uncontrolled sneezing and my nose began 
to run freely. The chill was taking hold of me and I realized that the early morning slowness 
I had felt as we pushed out of the bottom lands was likely more than just a need for an extra 
cup of coffee.  One of the reasons I was dragging was that I had brought the makings of a cold 
along with me.  The chilled soaking I had endured during the early hours of the hike had been a 
perfect moment for that cold to set up camp in my sinuses.  But there was nothing I could do but 
wipe my runny nose on my sleeve and push on.   I was still dragging behind Zedoc, but I didn’t 
feel so frustrated about it.  At least I had a reason for dragging a bit!    
 



The eastern end of the Crater has some beautiful flora and vistas.
 
 
 



The sun was shinning on the far cliffs, painting them in a kaleidoscope of colors.
 
 
 



This Silversword, growing on the the side of a barren cinder cone, glowed in the bleak rainy afternoon.
 
 



At seven thousand feet these distances are a bit farther than they appear. 
 
 
 
 
 



A vista of multi colored cinder cones.  The green of the Olivine does not show as well as the reds.  
 
 



A half mile from the base of Sliding Sands and a hard two hours hike up the cinder cliffs.
 

I was dragging pretty good by the time we made it to the bottom of Sliding Sands trail. Sliding 
Sands climbs the wall of steep cinder slope of the picture above.  There is a tree just above the 
lava flow on the side of the hill to the left of center of the above picture,  and it marks the start 
of the upward track of Sliding Sands.  We took a break when we reached the tree. I did my last 
protein drink and ate half an energy bar, saving the rest for the trek up the trail.  
 
We were starting at about 7400 feet and had about 2600 feet to do in over two miles. The wind 
began to blow cold and wet  as we climbed and the rains pelted us like random sheets of  gravel 
like drops.  The temperature dropped rapidly.   The wind carried in a heavy soaking mist mixed 
with the higher altitude rains.  There was nothing to do but climb. 

 



The Rock Fort half way up Sliding Sands
 

Half way up Sliding Sands I passed through an area of large rock boulders. The winds were 
blowing heavily by then, and the rain was coming down intermittently with the mists condensing 
on all my clothing as well.  If there would have been a place to hide and take a bit of break I 
would have grabbed it, but I could find nowhere that did not seem to be wet and exposed to the 
winds.   I climbed on.   
 
Zedoc had hit the slope and made a dash toward the top.  I followed on behind. I didn’t bother to 
think about how I felt, I just concentrated on keeping moving and pushing toward the top. There 
was no sense in looking up the slope as it would be impossible to see the top in the cloud cover 
anyway.   I’m not sure how far it actually was up the constantly switch backed trail but I believe it 
was an easy  hour and a half before I spotted the top; the black out line of a sign sitting in mists 
far above me.  It took me another ten minutes to climb out the rest of the way and reach the top 
of  Sliding Sands.
 
The weather at the summit was harsh.  The winds were blowing chilly and wet out of the crater 
in gusts from 20 to 40 miles an hour.  As I walked the final quarter of a I mile to the summit 
observatory I was often facing into the wind the rains beating hard in my face.  I hunched over 
and pushed on reaching the 10,023 foot marker in 8:20. I was just happy to be there.  I turned 



around and made the final hard cold walk back down the road to find Zedoc in his truck in the 
lower lot feeling pretty good about things.   

 

Two Summits  in two days on two different approaches.
 

We found Paul and Nick warming themselves against heaters and drinking coffee.  They had 



made the trip in about 5:00 hours.  They were geared for running fast and had only limited 
clothing.  When they finished they both went into the moderate hypothermia.  The rangers 
grabbed them, threw blankets over them and gave them hot soup to drink.  Later they laughed 
about it, but they didn’t refuse the care when it was offered.  

 
 
 

Paul and Nick after a few hours of warming up.
 
 

Run to the Sun:
 
We got back to Zedoc’s house and had dinner.  I was not feeling well.  I took a good dosing of 
meds and headed to bed.  My nose ran like a faucet all night. At 3:00 AM Nick knocked on my 
door and I had to tell him I was out.  I’m mad not crazy.  I was too sick to attempt 36 miles of the 
mountain.   I went back to bed and tried to get some sleep.   
 
When I got up I talked to Zedoc and he suggested I take his truck and go find Nick.  It seemed a 
good idea and I headed up the mountain.   I found Nick above the visitors center and did aid for 
him to the summit.  It was a beautiful day, he was stoked to be running and we had great time 
doing the last ten miles.   



 
I’m not sure why Oahu runners need to have an actual ‘event’ to go over to Maui to run the 
RTS.  It was a great time with beautiful weather.   The route is iconic Hawaii Ultra Running.  If 
you have not done the Run to the Sun I don’t think you can really call yourself a Hawaii Ultra 
Runner.   Bram is working on reviving the ’event’ for next year.  You really need to think about it.   

 

Nick on his way to the Charm.
 

Nick finished up.  My camera finished just before him, so we lack the ultimate Charm Third 
Time photo.  After the race we went down the hill and enjoyed some traditional Maui Runners 
hospitality.  

 



Nick Kaiser does the Maui Charm. Three Summits of the Haleakala on three consecutive days over three different routes. 
 

I felt bad about missing the RTS but a week later and I am still not back to normal.  I would likely 
have given myself pneumonia if I had gone up on the third day.  Nick on the other hand took 
on each challenge with great enthusiasm and appeared truly charmed on that final run up the 
Crater Road.  Everyone who did a part of the Charm enjoyed it.   There were no regrets and 
each of us gained a greater appreciation and love for Maui.   The Maui Charm is a concept that 
is worth another go. 


